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Worldwide, global energy systems face an array of challenges, from access for the poor to reliability and security. 
Meanwhile, the provision of energy creates local human and ecological health impacts as well as dangerous 
global climate change. Addressing these issues simultaneously will require a fundamental transformation of 
the energy system. Recent assessments show that such a transformation is achievable in technological and 
economic terms, but it will present formidable supply- and demand-side challenges as well as problems of 
governance, transparency and reliability across scales. 
This policy brief presents a long-term vision for the energy system and describes the elements required for the 
transition towards this vision. To succeed, this transformation must integrate several key components, including 
a focus on high levels of energy efficiency and the scale up of investments in technology deployment as well as 
research, development and demonstration (RD&D).
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% of total population





















Health benefits   
(averagezannualzdeathsz
avoidedz–zmillions)Cooking Electricity
Sub-Saharan Africa 130–140 160–210 0.5
South Asia 160–180 55–60 0.8
















































































































2010 2010–2050 Regulation,zstandards Externalityzpricing
Carefullyzdesignedz
subsidies Capacityzbuilding
Efficiency n.a.1 290–8002 Essential  
(elimination of less  
efficient technologies  
every few years)
Essential 
(cannot achieve dramatic 
efficiency gains without 
prices that reflect full costs)
Complement 
(ineffective without  
price regulation; multiple 
instruments possible)3
Essential 




5–404 15–210 Essential 
(regulation of waste 
disposal and of fuel cycle  
to prevent proliferation)
Uncertain 
(GHG pricing helps nuclear 
energy but prices reflecting 
nuclear risks would hurt)
Uncertain 
(has been important in the 
past, but with GHG pricing 
perhaps not needed)
Desired 
(need to correct the loss 




190 260–1010 Complement 
(feed-in tariff and renew-
able portfolio standards in 
order to overcome imple-
mentation barriers)
Essential 
(GHG pricing is key to 
rapid development of 
renewables) 
Complement 
(tax credits for R&D 
or production can 
complement GHG pricing)
Essential 
(expertise needed for new 
technologies)
CCS <1 0–64 Essential 
(CCS requirement for all 
new coal plants and phased 
in for existing plants)
Essential 
(GHG pricing is essential, 
but even this is unlikely to 
suffice in the near term)
Complement 
(would help with first plants 
while GHG price is still low)
Desired 




260 310–500 Essential 
(security regulation  





(customers must pay for 
reliability levels they value)
Essential







n.a. 36-41 Essential 
(ensure standardization 
but must not hinder 
development)
Uncertain 
(could reduce access by 
increasing the costs of  fossil 
fuel products)
Essential 
(grants for grid, 
 microfinancing for 




environment:  technical, 
legal, institutional,  
financial)
1.zzGlobalz investmentsz intoz efficiencyz improvementsz forz thez yearz 2010z
areznotz available.zThezbest-guessz estimatez forz investmentsz intoz energyz





















































zz Universal access to electricity and 











zz Reducing air pollution in 
compliance with the World 
Health Organization air quality 
guidelines5zforzthezmajorityzofzthez
worldzpopulationzbyz2030.z
zz Limiting global average tempera-
ture change to 2°C by 2100 above 
pre-industrial levels with a likeli-
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